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Well, it’s that ti

me again. Time to update our loyal readers about the goings on in the world of good,
American-made custom chocolate. Business is a-booming here and we are busting it to keep
up with the unbelievable influx of orders. It’s a great problem to have, and we are begging you
to keep making our jobs harder. We love it.

The Harry Potter tapes have taken a weeklong break, so we hope to hear back from Harry,
Ron, and Hermione starting next week to find out what shenanigans Harry will get mixed up in
next. In a related note, have you guys seen the
trailer for the Deathly
Hallows
movie(s)? Man, those two movies are going to be awesome. Just don’t bring it up to Fabian.
He’s not such a fan of the wizarding wonders of Hogwarts.

It’s a big time for the rowers in our group, as the World Championships in New Zealand are fast
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approaching. Nick and part-time chocolate bar artist Sam Stit are both preparing for the big
races on the other side of the globe that will be taking place at the end of October and
beginning of November. On Wednesday, Sam and Nick were officially named to the
heavyweight and lightweight straight fours, respectively.

Nick’s laptop has seen better days, and as of today it is entering truly dangerous territory. His
monitor has been hanging on loosely for a while now, and the second of the two hinges that
hold the monitor in place recently broke. The computer is still functional, but it kind of looks like
there was a tug of war over his laptop. From what I can tell, there was no winner of the tug of
war. Just a loser: Nick.

Make sure keep your eyes out in the coming weeks, as the site will be getting a little face-lift.
We have been working on the makeover for a bit now, and we think we’re getting pretty close to
a new look that we think will better reflect the young, fun-loving attitude clearly present in a
group of people dedicated to building chocolate bars.
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